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The traditionally strongest quarter of the year, when charter rates are usually at their highest, has 
now started and a lot of market participants are wondering if it will be different this year or not. To 
be honest, at the moment one can basically only speculate. It might well be that we peak in the 
second quarter, but ultimately we feel it will not make a big difference this year as we expect the 
year to remain relatively stable and firm. The shortage of container ships available for charter is 

considerable and the competition for any open tonnage is fierce. There are far fewer container ships 
becoming available in the next few months than is normally the case, as the longer period ships 
currently being fixed start to show in the market. While the big liner companies can mainly still 
absorb the current extraordinary charter levels, we are noticing that more and more smaller and 
regional liner traders are starting to experience a challenging environment. Many local or intra-
regional trades do not have the same box freight rates as is the case on a lot of the main line trades. 
For many services, the current charter rate levels, the increasing bunker costs and, last but not 
least, the extended period charterers are combining to make life in some trades unprofitable. Buying 
ships is often not an alternative as such small market participants simply do not have the funds to 
buy ships in this buoyant market. Local freight rates might not create the needed earnings to actu-
ally pay for an expensive ship. If this situation continues for long, we expect that some smaller 
regional players will have to consider ceasing or reducing their operations. Hence there might be 
further consolidation in the liner trades and reduced competition might result from this, which may 
lift box rates in same trades. 
 

A slightly worrying aspect comes from the order boom of the last two quarters. We are now back at a 
15% orderbook to fleet ratio and if we continue at the same pace we might soon be back at a level of 
20%. What is interesting to note is the sheer level of orders for 12-15,000 TEUs. One can wonder 
where all these ships will go, and we expect they will mainly replace the old PostPanamax classes of 
6-9,000 TEU. One could almost think that people do not know what to order so they order a 15,000 
TEU. Otherwise, between 3,000 and 12,000 TEU very little gets ordered. So far, it seems that few 
lines are ready to commit to charters of anything in the middle, and few owners have the funds to 
make orders on a speculatory basis. However, we expect it to be only a matter of time before we see 
new designs and types in the 6,000-9,000 TEU classes appear on the scene as well. Let’s see. 
 
With the shortage of ships around, the market changer has to come from the demand side. Although 
governments around the world are still in monetary easing and heavy spending mode, we are seeing 
the first indications of governments, led by the US and the UK, starting to work on plans to raise 
taxes, as the huge debt governments have built up need to be repaid at some stage. While you might 
not call the lockdown and COVID a party, that is in fact what is actually happening at the moment 

in some markets besides just shipping. Just look at the stock markets. Of course, not every party is 
followed by a hangover, but there is certainly a risk of that happening. Part of the hangover might 
then be higher taxes. Hence, there are a lot of unknowns on the demand side, but we think it will 
still take quite some time before the world is back to normal, including normal spending habits on 
travel and entertainment. The other unknown factor is how many liners will be caught out in long 
positions on ships when demand eases, and then have to put re-lets onto the market. Hence, some 
tonnage that nobody had on their books might suddenly arise for charter. 
 
So far, the shipping markets keep on surprising us. The boom in the bulk markets has also come as 
a surprise to most market participants. Few owners actually positioned themselves strategically for 
the current boom. The MPP/Heavylift markets are also really accelerating and finally starting to 
provide healthy returns. So, all eyes are now on the tanker and offshore markets to see if they will 
follow this trend. The first positive signs are definitely appearing, even in the offshore markets. 
 
As the second quarter has already produced higher container charter rates in its first few days, we 

actually hope that the charter rate increase will level out during the quarter, as otherwise we fear 
that the party might get a little bit too wild, leading to us waking up one morning with a raging 
hangover. We do not think there is a risk of that yet, as the demand seems very solid, but slightly 
calmer music might be welcome at this party now. Smooth sailing! 

 
Kind regards, 
TOEPFER TRANSPORT 
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 Container Freight Index 

New Contex

Feb-21 Mrz-21  +/- Mar-20

comprehensive 864 1.065 23,26% 388

1100 TEU GRD - 6 MOS TC $10.844 $12.958 19,49% $5.946

1700 TEU GRD - 6 MOS TC $14.977 $18.727 25,04% $7.418

3500 TEU GL - 12 MOS TC $23.482 $29.673 26,36% $9.449

Feb-21 Mrz-21  +/- Mar-20 Feb-21 Mrz-21  +/- Mar-20

1000 TEU GRD Eco $13,4 $14,0 4% $11,0 1000 TEU GRD $5,8 $6,1 5% $2,9

1700 TEU GRD Eco $18,1 $19,5 8% $15,7 1700 TEU GRD $8,0 $10,0 25% $4,4

2200 TEU GRD Eco $21,8 $23,5 8% $18,6 2500 TEU GRD $11,0 $13,5 23% $6,8

2500 TEU GRD Eco $25,0 $27,5 10% $23,5 2800 TEU GL $13,0 $15,5 19% $6,8

- - - - 3500 TEU GL $14,0 $17,0 21% $5,7

4700 TEU WB $47,0 $53,0 13% $29,0 4250 TEU PMX $18,0 $22,0 22% $7,3

Container Vessel's Value 

5 year old vessel in mill US$ 15 year old vessel in mill US$ (SS/DD due)

Selected Sales

2nd-hand vsl TEU DWT built price (in mill US$) buyer comment

Warnow Carp / Trout / Perch 990 12.000 2009 / 2008 / 2007 $4,2 mio each Foroohari

Sinar Bitung 1.032 17.815 07/2007 $8,0 mio Shinyang

Hansa Falkenburg 1.740 23.415 05/2008 $11,5 mio TS Line

Nordmargherita 1.756 23.524 01/2018 $21,8 mio TS Line

Nordviolet / Nordlily 1.756 23.500 2015 / 2016 $18,2 mio each Seacon

ST Island 2.535 33.380 11/2010 $20,5 mio Sinokor

Situ Mas / Segara Mas 2.702 38.100  2005 / 2006 $14,2 mio each Castor Maritime

Sendang Mas 2.702 38.121 05/2005 $14,2 mio Marshal Shipping

Lioba / Laila 2.702 38.000 2008 / 2008 $13,2 / $13,65 mio Breakwater Capital

CPO Norfolk 4.255 51.727 05/2009 $27,3 mio Costamare

Mediterranean Bridge 8.586 102.518 01/2011 $55,0 mio Seaspan Corp.

CSAV Traiguen / Toconao / Tyndall 8.704 116.000 2013 / 2013 / 2014 $60 mio each JP Morgan Asset Management Fixed for 40+ months to Maersk

Newbuildings

Buyer TEU GRD/GL delivery price (in mill US$) yard comment

SITC 4 x 2.600 GL 2023 abt. $ 21 mio Yangzijiang

SITC 4 x 1.800 GL 2023 abt. $ 27 mio Yangzijiang

Seaspan 6 + 4 x 11.800 end 2022 until 2023 abt $90 mio each Yangzijiang 10-12 yrs charter to ONE

Chartworld 4 x 13.000 July 2023 - 1st Half 2024 Abt $110 mio New Times Shipbuilding conventionally fuelled

Wan Hai Lines 5 x 13.200 1st quarter 2023 Hyundai Heavy Industries

Seaspan 4 + 4 x 15.000 end 2022 until mid 2023 Abt. $120-125 mio Yangzijiang for charter to ONE / conventionally fuelled

Seaspan 6 x 15.000 2023 Abt. $120-125 mio for charter to MSC / conventionally fuelled

Evergreen Up to 20 x 15.000 abt $2.5 billion Samsung Heavy Industries

MSC Up to 27 x 15.500 abt $120 mio each conventionally fuelled and scrubber fitted

Fleet Development - Deliveries and Demolitions

(in no. vessel) scrapped

Feb-21 Mrz-21  +/- % of fleet Mrz-21 ytd Mrz-21

total fleet 5.386 5.397 0,2% 7,0% 376 6 4

- 999 TEU 938 944 0,6% 0,7% 7 3 4

1000 - 1999 TEU 1.322 1.322 0,0% 6,7% 89 2 0

2000 - 2999 TEU 718 720 0,3% 8,9% 64 1 0

3000 - 5099 TEU 881 881 0,0% 4,5% 40 0 0

5100 - 7499 TEU 437 437 0,0% 0,7% 3 0 0

7500 - 14999 TEU 915 918 0,3% 12,2% 112 0 0

15000+ TEU 175 175 0,0% 34,9% 61 0 0

fleet size orderbook
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